UNIVERSITY OF ST ANDREWS
POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE

Please find attached the agenda and papers for the Postgraduate Research Committee meeting which will be held on Wednesday 25 November 2015 at 2pm in Parliament Hall with tea and coffee available from 1:30pm.

AGENDA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Paper Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Internship Report: The Burn</td>
<td>To hear about a project which reviewed the use of The Burn Louis Schirmacher (student Intern)</td>
<td>Paper A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Apologies for Absence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Minutes of 14 October 2015 &amp; Matters Arising</td>
<td>For formal approval • minutes of previous meeting</td>
<td>Paper B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Website Update</td>
<td>To receive an update on the redevelopment of the University’s webpages</td>
<td>Oral Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Working Group Reports</td>
<td>To receive updates from • Length of Study Working Group • Progress Reviews Working Group • Fieldwork Working Group</td>
<td>Oral Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Papers for Information</td>
<td>For information: • Update from the Vice-Principal (Proctor)</td>
<td>Paper C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Discussion Topic</td>
<td>To discuss additional training that could be provided to PGR Tutors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Next meeting: Wed 3 Feb 16, 2pm-4pm, Parliament Hall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emily Feamster
Postgraduate Administrative Officer
Proctor’s Office

11 November 2015
As part of the University’s Summer Internship Scheme, Louis Schirmacher (final year Classics student), was offered an opportunity by the Proctor’s Office to consider two complementary perspectives on the operation of academic reading parties: first, on the benefits (academic and other) to the University and its students; second, on the sustainable running of Scotland’s main facility for academic reading parties, The Burn at Edzell.

A condition of the Internship was the production of a briefing paper for LTC and PGRC on the outcomes/effects of reading parties in general and introducing the facilities offered by The Burn in particular.

PGRC is asked to note the following report.

Emily Feamster
Postgraduate Administrative Officer
Proctor’s Office

9 November 2015
This report assesses the University of St. Andrews’ use of reading parties by evaluating the university’s different schools and their relationships with The Burn, the offer of The Burn itself and what outcomes, benefits and drawbacks can be expected from reading parties in general. Heads of school and other academics within the university were interviewed, some with follow-up questions, as were students who had stayed in The Burn or who were there at the time, in order to develop an understanding of attitudes to The Burn and reading parties as a whole. Although the use of The Burn varies between schools, the outcomes and reasoning for attending change little. The outcomes of the report indicate that reading parties can be hugely effective in developing skills beneficial after graduation such as confidence, team work and communication, in addition to improving academic study and providing sustained periods of focus. Given The Burn’s improvements and plans for expansion and growth, plus the support from academic research for improving access to other study methods found outside of the lecture theatre or classroom, this report suggests that continued and expanded use of The Burn can be beneficial to all parties involved in its use. Problems that can arise and need to be addressed to ensure success include the difference in experience and expectation between the customer and consumer of The Burn, the potential inexperience among tutors in leading reading parties and the cost and relevance to students.

Reading parties

Reading parties are educational retreats designed to combine the relaxation and tranquillity of an apt location for study with the chance to reap the benefits of devoting extended periods of time to working alone or in groups alongside academic peers and tutors.

In the place of study retreats and reading parties one often fields fieldwork, which shares similar characteristics in terms of beneficial learning outcomes. These shared benefits are namely the opportunity to work and learn collaboratively in situations outside of the classroom or lecture theatre or on topics away from the curriculum or, alternatively, to focus on an important part of a curriculum which can be treated with more care and detail than in a classroom setting, as Blunsdon et al (2010) and Fuller et al (2014) have explained. The best outcome of these factors is that the student enjoys learning and discussion, thereby increasing engagement with the subject, which statistics show leads to better grades.

However, there exist other benefits which are less obviously found in a student’s grade. These include one’s enjoyment of their degree, increased social interaction and the development of character and skills on a personal level which can aid employment after graduation, such as the ability to present and critique work among others.

The Burn

The Burn is an 18th century manor house situated in 200 acres of private grounds at the foot of Glenesk in Aberdeenshire. In 1946 The Burn was gifted to The Students’ Dominion Trust in London, now Goodenough College, along with a financial endowment. It was specified in the bequest that The Burn be used to promote educational advancement for students from across the world, meaning that Scottish universities and St. Andrews in particular have the unique opportunity to take advantage of what The Burn offers.

Universities can opt to pay a £1000 ‘membership’ fee which allows greater flexibility in securing bookings, full access to all conference facilities without charge and, most significantly, lower rates for all staff and students meaning that it may take as few as three reading parties to attend The Burn for the £1000 fee to be earned back. The current discounted rate per night for a student stands at
around £47.50. Currently The Burn can hold up to 50 students in the house itself with a further 11 in surrounding cottages, a comparatively small size given the capacity of other universities’ conference venues, with each booking including three cooked meals a day plus full use of the house and grounds. The capacity was remarked upon by students and staff of multiple universities, including St. Andrews, as a wholly beneficial factor since it allowed the house to be easily occupied by a sole university group, which contributes to the cohesiveness within each reading party.

The Burn offers two rooms in which to make presentations and work collaboratively or alone. These are the library and the drawing room, both of which have full wifi access. There are future plans to expand the capacity within the house, increase wifi access to the rest of the house (with eduroam being considered) and to convert parts of the building to further breakout rooms and a lecture theatre.

**St. Andrews’ Use of The Burn and Reading Parties**

A minority of schools currently make use of The Burn, with Physics, Computer Science and Philosophy regularly sending reading parties, although other schools make more irregular visits such as English and Geology.

The school of Computer Science has visited The Burn for around 30 years and usually takes around 50 students with five to ten members of staff. Whereas in the past the focus of the reading party was on a presentation, there is now no assessment and the emphasis is on final-year students’ year-long team project. The majority of students who attend this reading party are in their fourth year, although third years and postgraduates do attend on occasion as they claim to benefit from the focused atmosphere and social cohesion amongst peers. As nearly all final-year students have to complete this project, potential timetabling issues to the teaching calendar over the trip’s two days are negated as most of the class are taken. The Burn is preferred as a venue as its capacity is well suited to the size of the Computer Science class and its two working rooms are considered ideal for ensuring discussion ensues. The main goal of the reading party is to encourage social interaction between peers, rather than focus on academia, and to put one’s degree skills to the test in a situation outside of the classroom or lecture theatre, while it is common for members of staff to give talks on specialist topics outside of the curriculum. Theirs is currently the only school which fully subsidises a trip to The Burn with regularity.

Similarly, the school of Physics has taken a large number of students on its reading party since the late 1990s, with sometimes over 60 students accompanied by up to 15 members of staff, oversubscribing The Burn and spilling over into the nearby village of Edzell. Physics use The Burn differently by taking students from an individual module, PH3014, whose students perform a presentation in front of staff and peers which is graded and makes up 25% of their module grade. The module PH3014, Transferable Skills for Physicists, is used to improve students’ ability to present, critique and discuss, qualities which are well-regarded by employers. Like the school of Computer Science, the school of Physics uses The Burn because its communal set up and grand location offer a welcome change from the laboratory or classroom. Although there have been reading parties sent to other venues, and occasionally conferences at hotels, a visit to The Burn is currently the only trip of any sort organised within the school of Physics and while there is heavy emphasis on the assessed presentation, the staff who run the reading party make sure to leave ample time for recreation and talks put on by the staff themselves. The school currently subsidises the majority of the cost of the reading party, with students usually paying around £15-20. This amount fluctuates little because attendance is all but mandatory for students on this module.

At present the Geology department does not use reading parties. This stems from the fact that Geology already has a high number of mandatory field trips and it would be difficult to justify the increased cost of a mandatory reading party to students. The Burn has been used in the past for staff or postgraduate field trips but the surrounding geological sites of interest are not considered ideal for undergraduates. However, there are aspects of fieldwork that can still be exploited through a reading party at The Burn, namely the improved understanding and teamwork between peers and colleagues and the fomenting of a community spirit within the department, which many students cited as a hallmark of their department. From 2016, it is planned that students on the new MSc in
Geochemistry will attend a compulsory reading party at The Burn in early September, so as to welcome them into the school as soon as possible, accompanied by fourth years and PhD students as well as five to ten members of staff, totalling around 60 attendees. As well as ensuring a smooth transition into the department, the aim would be to hold a “pop-up” convention, in which each student makes a short presentation or stall explaining their recent work and research, allowing knowledge and learning techniques to trickle down from staff, through to PhD candidates, to MSc students to fourth years. There is a strong belief in the department that in order for the reading party to be a long-term success, it must be made compulsory, with students contributing up to half of the cost.

The Department of Philosophy makes use of The Burn most regularly out of all schools in the faculty of arts. There are three regular reading parties sent to The Burn on an annual basis. The first is an undergraduate reading party for three nights in April, which around 40 to 50 honours students attend with the sole aim of studying in a relaxed atmosphere. The trip is free to those students who give a presentation on a topic of their choice, thus incentivising attendance. The fee for this reading party can vary greatly. In 2015 students were charged only £10 each, though in previous years it is sometimes as much as £40. The second reading party, held in July, is more similar to a conference, attended by postgraduates and academics who specialise or are interested in the works of Kant. Around 25 people attend this with regularity, although invitations are extended to students and academics from outside St. Andrews. The third regular reading party is not always held at The Burn and is aimed at postgraduates, mainly the MLitt and PhD students. The reason for this is that this reading party is treated more as a retreat, with no focus on discussion and the main benefit being a relaxed place to study. Furthermore, with international students making up a sizeable minority of the department’s postgraduates, it is felt that a change of venue allows them to see more of Scotland while studying.

Despite its size, the school of IR has had no link with The Burn for nearly ten years. Because of the school’s growth, it is logistically difficult to organise a trip to The Burn as it is impossible to invite entire classes. It is recognised, therefore, that reading parties to The Burn need to take place on a modular basis, although it is difficult to begin that process as it is likely to seem unfair to students who miss out on a reading party simply because their module hasn’t been selected to attend. Here, then, the school has an issue with the lack of a strong institutional link or ‘memory’ which is most visible in the schools of Physics and Computer Science, who, when combined, have nearly 50 years of attendance at The Burn between them. As such it is harder to start a trend of regular reading parties than it is to amend or alter pre-existing links with The Burn. Another challenge of establishing a reading party is the teaching calendar, which allows little room for manoeuvre and has similar problems of fairness as some modules may miss teaching from certain lecturers if they are attending a reading party. Despite this, the potential benefits of reading parties at The Burn are recognised: exploring different teaching styles such as inquiry-guided learning, expanding beyond the curriculum and pursuing subjects which are of particular interest, and increasing cohesiveness and improving social bonding in a department whose size can cause some to feel lost.

**The benefits and drawbacks of reading parties**

One of the major difficulties of justifying the effort and expense to set up a reading party is the issue of quantifying their benefits. When resulting in a concrete conclusion, such as the grade given for the presentations by the students of PH3014, the benefits and outcome of the reading party are far clearer than of those reading parties which place the emphasis on more abstract results such as social cohesion, the development of skills to aid a career or simply study and learning.

Evidence supports the approach that the Physics department takes during its stay at The Burn. Like St. Andrane physicists, the Geography students mentioned in Coe and Smyth (2010) benefitted from student-led teaching where their work was assessed by lecturers but critiqued by peers as ‘it empowers students to become more aware of their knowledge and its application’. Moreover, those who participated in this teamwork were ‘able to demonstrate a range of transferable skills due to the nature of group work through leadership, coordination, cooperation and delegation’, which indicates that group work in field work or reading parties, regardless of whether it is assessed, is beneficial to developing skills less easily honed in normal university surroundings.
The advantages of having the freedom to study individual topics to greater extent, perhaps even off the normal curriculum, followed by collaboration and discussion are laid out by Smith et al (2007). Medical students who attended a student retreat to develop, among other things, academic leadership felt afterwards that ‘they had improved their leadership effectiveness most in the following areas: defining long term, immediate and short term goals; defining their constituents, allies and opponents; and listing the strengths/weaknesses and resources that they, or their organizations, bring to the campaign’. As a result, it can be claimed that retreats, including reading parties, can be powerful vehicles for advancing skills that benefit both the group and the individual.

There is the potential for issues to arise, too. Student-led presentations and teaching need to be monitored for them to be effective, but not constantly interrupted so as to be stymied. Collaborative learning is liable to be met with hesitancy by students, who are unlikely to have come across it often, and tutors alike, who need to be able and experienced in collaborative learning to produce effective results, as De Hei et al (2014) make clear. Coe and Smyth (2010) suggest that the tutor be seen as a facilitator to stimulate interaction and make corrections where needed, but it is hard to claim that a reading party relying solely on student-led teaching would be entirely successful. Further to this, there is the difficulty that, if a reading party were made mandatory, it would not necessarily be fair to charge students to attend, whereas if it were voluntary, numbers could suffer and the full effectiveness of collaborative work would diminish. In St. Andrews, 45% of students were in paid work over both semesters, highlighting this difficulty. However, as Taylor et al (2012) makes clear, students of this generation are now too easily detached from a sociable university life and work ‘strategically’ in times of need, i.e. when essays are due, skip classes more often thanks to the accessibility of online resources and are more likely to commute from further away. This elevates the relevance and importance of peer-to-peer interaction among today’s students and shows that reading parties can be an effective way to build engagement.

If they are to be successful, reading parties should be seen as helping students to a better education, not just a better grade. St. Andrews’ Geology department’s intention to use a ‘pop-up’ convention is one such way of achieving this. The key here is for students to feel as if they are active rather than passive learners, contributing novel approaches and ideas to discussions instead of acting as vessels to be filled with knowledge, according to Phillips and Trainor (2014). Study retreats in general have the potential to boost academic output for any attendee, which Moore et al (2010) can attest to, but for students today it is more important to interact closely with the subject matter. Becker (2012) states that experiential learning is found to be one of the most successful and preferred methods of learning among students, meaning that departments which do not offer fieldwork, where one would most commonly encounter examples of experiential learning, could benefit from the use of reading parties in their place.

**Conclusions and suggestions**

Reading parties are undeniably beneficial to anyone involved in higher education, but it is not always possible to be certain of the extent to which individuals benefit at any given reading party. We can claim with confidence that a reading party needs to provide a calm and quiet space in which to work uninterrupted (Moore et al (2010)) and also elements which a normal classroom or lecture can’t offer. These include extended peer-to-peer discussion, collaborative learning, student-led learning and experiential learning. There does not exist enough research on the topic to say whether these learning methods have a noticeable effect on one’s academic performance, but it is proven, by Coe and Smyth (2010) for example, that skills which supplement academic achievement such as social cohesion, leadership, clarity and confidence can improve markedly. To add to this, it is my belief that reading parties should be held as early in the semester as possible to improve students’ bonds with one another and personal skills, which in turn is likely to result in greater satisfaction with one’s degree and department and fewer dropouts. It is for these reasons especially that reading parties have special resonance with undergraduates: the earlier students are introduced to a variety of learning methods and materials alongside peers, the sooner they will develop better academic and supplementary skills.
Regarding what The Burn itself offers, it is relevant to note that many members of staff at St. Andrews who attend reading parties enjoy the fact that the wifi is both limited and can be turned off on demand, something which can irk students to begin with but soon encourages natural interaction, Black (2010). In addition, The Burn is a unique and extremely affordable venue, offering comfortable board and accommodation in a homely atmosphere, while its capacity seems ideally suited to bringing reading parties on a modular basis as they can fill every room and increase the feeling of being undisturbed, something which one could not achieve at a hotel or conference venue. As well as this, The Burn’s fortunes have improved since the installation of the most recent bursar and many improvements to its amenities have already taken place, with more scheduled. With a better financial future on the horizon, The Burn is planning to expand and modernise, allowing St. Andrews more flexibility in the departments and number of students who attend.

In general, the departments at St. Andrews which send reading parties to The Burn make good and effective use of the venue. There is certainly scope for other schools to benefit from The Burn however, and there seem to be a number of ways to set this in motion. Firstly, awareness of The Burn varies within each department, let alone from school to school, with most regular users of The Burn doing so almost as much as from tradition than from a recognition of the benefits that reading parties can bring. From my experience and the statements of those interviewed, it seems that once someone has an understanding of The Burn, they tend to remain a supporter of it. Ferguson and Winder’s (1981) suggestion that opportunities such as reading parties ought to be expanded to a larger amount of students, regardless of any potential sacrifice of the quality of supervision, because of the consistently beneficial outcomes, seems most pertinent here. Similarly, it is interesting to note that students will generally make good use of facilities such as The Burn if they are aware of them, as Amenkhienan (2000) discovered, and have been found by both Dugan et al (2011) and Smith et al (2007) to be eager in their support for programs such as retreats and reading parties to be repeated annually for other students. Awareness of what The Burn can offer can best be brought about through the use of inter-department reading parties, as is already the case between St. Andrews and other universities, and has been shown to be helpful in getting other universities to set up their own reading parties after taking part in one in tandem with another institution.

Finally, mention should be given to The Burn’s flexibility in that it is an equally viable conference centre. Furthermore, this flexibility lends implies that suggestions from interviewees that The Burn could be used to host academics’ demonstration of their research impact could be feasible after more inquiry. Using The Burn in this way could also pave the way for the inclusion of students, either postgraduate or undergraduate, as their involvement can be hugely beneficial to their learning. Fuller et al (2014) wrote at length about how a strong relationship between teaching and research can enhance a subject’s attractiveness, while student involvement in tutors’ research helps them transition from passive to active learners. The same article makes note of the difficulty of scheduling work around the academic calendar and how a reading party too near to exams, rather than relaxing a student, would cause stress and concern and have a largely detrimental effect on students’ short-term academic progress. This question of timetabling, with tutors at times under pressure with regards to their research output, has the potential to be partially remedied, through students and tutors working together to mutually beneficial outcomes. To add to this, there is always an inevitable difference in appreciation of The Burn between its customers, i.e. the university, and its consumers, i.e. the students, which should be addressed so that money spent on reading parties will ensure a rewarding experience for all involved. Students’ opinions on how beneficial reading parties are, what works and what doesn’t, are always relevant and often hugely enthusiastic as Smith et al (2007) demonstrated.
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Present
Professor L Milne (Proctor) (Convener); Professor D Woollins; Professor P Hibbert; Dr J Palmer; Dr L Goddard; Professor T Meagher; Professor N Westwood; Dr E Buckley; Dr I Duncan; Professor J Davila; Dr M Augustine; Dr M Singer; Dr R Bavaj; Dr G Slomp; Dr J Mitchell; Dr P Reynolds; Dr D Evans; Dr J Keeling; Dr P Greenough; Dr I Jentzch; Mr J Tantillo

In attendance
Dr C Peddie (for item seven); Dr L Meischke; Mr P Brown; Mr K Donachie; Mr E McCubbin; Mrs C Morris; Mrs E Ruskuc; Mrs E Eamster

Apologies
Professor A Dearle; Professor D Crossman

1. Apologies for Absence & Welcome to New Members

The Proctor took the opportunity to issue a formal vote of thanks to Dr Colin Alison for his dedicated service as Pro Provost for Science over the last few years.

2. Minutes of 13 May 2015 and Matter Arising

The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted as a correct record. The Proctor updated members on the following:

PGR Tutor Training: as a follow up to the PGR Tutor Training Workshop held in May and discussions that took place at the Learning & Teaching Committee (LTC) and Postgraduate Research Committee (PGRC), the Proctor reminded members that all Schools must provide School-level training for new tutors. Members confirmed that these training sessions had taken place at the start of the 2015/16 academic year.

3. Remit and Membership

The remit and membership of PGRC was reviewed and deemed to be appropriate. The Proctor outlined the relationship between PGRC, LTC and the Academic Business Committee and described how business moves through the three committees.

4. Postgraduate Research Priorities

PGRC received a summary of the strategy priorities for postgraduate research over the next year and were asked to keep these themes in mind as useful points of focus over the next year. Some of the priorities had been identified as recommendations from the ELIR review while others were linked to the current Enhancement Theme.

5. Enhancement-Led Institutional Review

PGRC received the final Technical Report and considered the commendations and recommendations from the ELIR team. Key recommendations regarding PGR students included more contextualised support for PGRs who teach and more training for PGR students who may not choose an academic career. A draft action plan would now be submitted to the Academic Monitoring Group and the Proctor’s Office would be hosting an away day to consider how to progress key action items.
There was further discussion about how to help develop transferrable skills for students who may not end up in academic positions. The Dean of Arts & Divinity highlighted the range of courses available through CAPOD and encouraged DoPGs to support students wishing to take these courses. The question of additional funding for transferrable skills training arose. It was noted that there were several sources of funding available including competitive funding from CAPOD for student organised events. In addition, applications could be made to the Enhancement Theme for projects fitting the current theme of student transitions. There were also some opportunities available through the Scottish Graduate School for Arts and Humanities (SGSAH), see http://www.sgsah.ac.uk/, including an internship scheme. It was noted that the SGSAH produces a regular email newsletter. The Pro Dean (Postgraduate Research) would ensure that relevant DoPGs were on the email distribution list.

6. Student Satisfaction Survey

The Dean of Arts & Divinity reviewed key themes arising from the 2014-15 Postgraduate Research Experience Survey (PRES). The survey closed with a response rate of 36% and while this was lower than might be hoped for, it did provide enough information to get a sense of student satisfaction. The University was placed above the sector average for the most part, but below the top quartile in several areas. Key areas for improvement included: School-level induction; supervision; support for skills development; and creating a culture where students feel listened to and valued. It was also noted that the method for accessing the survey, (individual links sent to students from an external email address with links not included in reminder emails), was unhelpful and a better method should be found for future surveys if possible.

Supervision

The Proctor initiated a discussion about supervision and asked what processes were currently in place to ensure good supervision within Schools. Following discussion, it was agreed that the University should consider further how to reward good supervision and better support struggling supervisors. It was noted that although CAPOD provided a course for new supervisors there was a need for continuing support. A request was made not to refer to this as new supervisors training as it could discourage some colleagues from attending who might otherwise benefit from attending.

With regard to the recording of meetings between students and supervisors, it was noted that the School of Modern Languages has had success with a Student/Supervisor Report Form which students complete following each supervision meeting and send back to the supervisor for approval. The School reported that this helped to manage the expectations of the student and supervisor, and created a record of the discussion and agreed actions. It was agreed that the the Proctor's Office should disseminate a copy of this to all members.

Induction

There was a brief discussion about each School’s induction arrangements for new PGR students which highlighted the many different approaches used. It was agreed that DoPGs would send details of their induction programmes to the Proctor’s Office so that these could be shared with all members.

Student Data Reports

There was a discussion about providing DoPGs with regular reports on changes of circumstance or other problems that arose in their School, which could summarise problems across a period of time and highlight trends. Although DoPGs should be made aware of problems as they arise it was agreed that this could be helpful.

7. Working Group Reports

PGRC was asked to consider preliminary reports from the PG Change of Registration and Location of Studies Working Groups.

PG Change of Registration

It was noted that the PG Change of Registration Working Group had been working to update the policy on the transfer of students between postgraduate degrees so that it was in line with actual practice across the University. In particular, the Working Group considered movement from an MLitt to an MPhil...
or PhD degree. It was pointed out that particular care must be taken with regard to MPhil status as these degrees were currently identified as research degrees in the University’s statutory reporting to the Scottish Funding Council and a change could result in a reduction in future funding. The Pro Dean (Postgraduate Research) agreed to do more work on the paper following the discussion and to bring it back to the next PGRC along with updated Senate Regulations reflecting the proposed changes.

Location of Studies
Members of PGRC supported the proposed Location of Studies Policy which conflates policies for undergraduate, postgraduate taught and postgraduate research students. It was noted that the policy would now be submitted to Academic Council for formal approval.

8. Academic Monitoring and Review

PGRC was asked to note the current structures for monitoring the success of research degrees and discuss whether any additional evidence was required as part of the annual monitoring process. PGRC members were satisfied with the current level of evidence considered by the Academic Monitoring Group.

9. Papers for Information

Circulated and noted.

10. Discussion Topic

The Dean of Arts & Divinity asked members to consider and discuss what types of supervisor training might be beneficial. Suggestions included:

- Labelling training sessions as Master Classes so that supervisors of all levels feel welcome.
- A workshop on how to be a critical friend and provide critical feedback in a way that would be accepted by the student.
- A critical incidents workshop where supervisors could discuss problems they have encountered and share ideas for how to address those problems.

It was noted that CAPOD currently offers a workshop for internal examiners which receives positive reviews. It was suggested that a quick guide for internal and external examiners could be created to highlight key responsibilities. It was noted that the DoPG in the School of Physics & Astronomy was working with CAPOD to develop a course on non-biased interviewing – this may be of interest to DoPGs and supervisors.

The Dean of Arts & Divinity agreed to discuss the list of suggestions with CAPOD and work on developing additional supervisor training events. Details of future events will be brought back to PGRC for information.

11. Date of Next Meeting

It was noted that the next meeting would be held on Wednesday 25 November 2015 at 2pm in Parliament Hall (tea/coffee available from 1:30pm).
# POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE

**ACTIONS ARISING FROM MEETING**

**HELD ON 14 OCTOBER 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda Items</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
• Ensure relevant DoPGs are on the SGSAH email distribution list                                                    | For noting                   |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | PGR Pro Dean                 |
| Student Satisfaction Surveys         | • Give thought about developing guidelines for Schools on how to communicate the value of the PRES to students  
• Survey circulation: consider better ways of circulating survey link.  
• Remove “New” from title of “New Supervisor Training”  
• Share Modern Languages Supervision Report  
• Consider encouraging record keeping for all supervision session  
• Consider how the university might count good supervision towards promotion  
• Send school PGR Induction slides to PG Admin Officer (ef54@)  
• Student Services to follow up with schools with low awareness of support available  
• Consider sending out regular reports of PGR issues in schools to the DoPG                                                                  | Proctor                      |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | Proctor                      |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | PG Admin Officer            |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | Dave Evans                  |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | DoPGs                       |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | Proctor                      |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | DoPGs                       |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | Lara Meischke               |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | Academic Registrar          |
| Working Group Reports                | • Change of Registration – More thought needed on MPhil section. Edit and bring back with updated Senate Regulations  
• Location of Studies - approved                                                                                                           | PGR Pro Dean                 |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | For noting                   |
| Discussion Topic – Supervisor Training | • Arrange Master Classes for continuing supervisor training, including a “Critical Incidents Workshop”  
• Establish more guidance for internal and external Viva examiners                                                                       | Dean of Arts                |
|                                       |                                                                                                                                                                                                     | PGR Pro Dean                 |

Emily Feamster  
Postgraduate Administrative Officer  
29 October 2015
GRADskills Innovation Grant and Postgraduate Conference Fund
Applications are invited from research postgraduate students and staff for up to £2000 to support innovative projects to develop transferable skills training resources or activities that can be made available to postgraduate students through the GRADskills programme. Up to £1000 of matched funding is available to support the organisation of research postgraduate conferences.

Projects funded in the August submission round include:

- Re/generate: Materiality and the Afterlives of Things in the Middle Ages, 500-1500 (conference)
- PG Workshop - ‘Adaptation of Artworks across Media and Nations’
- PG Training Programme - Studying Early Modern France: Archives, Texts, Images
- Wikipedia for Research and Teaching: An Introduction

The next submission deadline for 2015/16 is 7 March 2016.

Research Integrity Concordat
Following input from major UK funders, the Concordat to support Research Integrity was published by Universities UK (UUK) in July 2012. It details a number of commitments, all of which aim to ‘maintain the highest standards of rigour and integrity in all aspects of research’. SFC and RCUK now both require the universities that they fund to annually demonstrate compliance with the Concordat, or that efforts are underway to ensure compliance. St Andrews will next report to SFC in Summer 2016. The Research Policy Office (RPO) has convened a working group focused on ensuring institutional compliance with the Concordat, comprising staff-level representatives of: RPO; CAPOD; the University Teaching and Research Ethics Committee (UTREC); and the Animal Welfare and Ethics Committee (AWEC). The group has been meeting every month since late August 2015, and is analysing the training, policy and governance arrangements required for alignment with the Concordat’s aims. The working group is aiming to put forward proposals to change training, policies, processes and structures, some of which may come to a future Postgraduate Research Committee and/or Learning & Teaching Committee meeting for discussion and approval.

HEFCE consultation
HEFCE and the higher education funding bodies in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland have published a consultation on information about learning and teaching and the student experience. This is the first stage of a two-stage consultation on information on higher education. We invite responses from anyone with a professional or personal interest in information about learning and teaching, and student experience.

Proposals include

- changes to the Unistats website and the Key Information Set for 2017
- changes to information published by institutions for 2017
- changes to the National Student Survey for 2017 potential changes to information after 2017.
Proposed changes for 2017

Unistats and the Key Information Set

- Maintain and develop a UK website of authoritative national data for students, their advisers and other stakeholders (currently Unistats).
- Redesign Unistats to reflect diverse student information needs.
- Transfer publication of learning, teaching and assessment information to institutions.
- Provide more help for students to navigate information during their decision-making journey.

Information published by institutions

- Ask institutions to publish detailed course information in line with Competitions and Markets Authority guidance.
- Provide good practice developed with sector experts to support consistent but nuanced presentation of information.

National Student Survey

- Apply criteria for questions in main survey.
- Include new questions on student engagement.
- Amend questions on Learning Resources and on Assessment and Feedback.
- Merge duplicative questions.
- Transfer personal development and student union questions to optional banks.
- Bring optional questions up to date.

Potential Changes after 2017

Methods for capturing qualitative data from students for publication.

- Consider options for publishing qualitative information including National Student Survey comments.

Feedback from undergraduate students not included in the NSS

- Consider priority groups for whom we should collect data.
- Consider options for capturing and publishing feedback.

Information for taught postgraduate students

- Consider approaches to capturing and publishing feedback from taught postgraduates.

Higher Education Green Paper
The Westminster government has published its green paper on higher education. It can be found online at [http://tinyurl.com/obo9zv4](http://tinyurl.com/obo9zv4).

New Programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Dept</th>
<th>Degree Award</th>
<th>Programme Title</th>
<th>w/e from</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modern Languages (and Geog &amp; Geosciences)</td>
<td>MA Joint Hons</td>
<td>Arabic and Geography</td>
<td>2015/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborations &amp; Study Abroad</td>
<td></td>
<td>BEAP: University of Auckland</td>
<td>2015/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics &amp; Finance</td>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>Finance and Economics</td>
<td>2016/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics &amp; Astronomy</td>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>Astrophysics</td>
<td>2016/17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Programme Withdrawals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Dept</th>
<th>Degree Award</th>
<th>Programme Title</th>
<th>w/e from</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philosophical, Anthropological and Film Studies</td>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>Global Cinema: Managing and Cultural Curation</td>
<td>2015/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophical, Anthropological and Film Studies</td>
<td>MRes</td>
<td>Social Anthropology with African Studies</td>
<td>2015/16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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